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Primary Purpose of Coaching
The primary purpose of an educational
coach should be to help teachers increase
their effectiveness. To do this, coaches must
help teachers identify areas for potential
growth, practice strategies associated with
those areas, and adjust their performance in
response to feedback.

Coaching Classroom Instruction, Pg. 1

Three key aspects must exist…
A clear model or language for instruction
Specific levels of performance to measure
and guide instructional development
n Celebrations of teacher growth within the
model on a yearly basis
n
n

n

Do you celebrate teacher growth?

Let’s review what we learned
Teacher
Actions

Student Achievement

An incontestable fact: “…student achievement
in classes with highly skilled teachers is better
than student achievement with less skilled
teachers.”
Effective Supervision: Supporting
the Art and Science of Teaching
(Marzano, Frontier, & Livingston, 2011)

“What Matters is Which Classroom?”
“If a student is in one of the
most effective classrooms, he/
she will learn in 6 months what
those in an average classroom
will take a year to learn. And if
a student is in one of the least
effective classrooms in that
school, the same amount of
learning takes 2 years.”

Principal Behaviors and
Student Achievement

Principal
Actions

Teacher
Actions

Student
Achievement

Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Dean of Education,
University of Michigan
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What must a district
or school do?

With your table team…
n

…to cultivate teacher effectiveness.

q Develop a common language of teaching

Discuss The Art and Science of Teaching
by the numbers….what do the numbers
represent?

q Provide opportunities for focused feedback
and practice
q Provide opportunities for observing and
discussing effective teaching
q Require individual teacher growth and
development plans on a yearly basis

What do these numbers
signify?

3

9

41

Three Segments of a Lesson
1.

Segments that involve routine behaviors.

2.

Segments that address content in specific ways.

3.

Segments that are enacted on the spot.

Art and Science by the numbers
n 41

instructional elements within…
n 9 lesson design questions
embedded in…
n 3 segments for every lesson.

The Art and Science of Teaching
1. Learning Goals and Feedback
2. Interacting with New Knowledge
3. Practicing and Deepening
4. Generating and Testing Hypotheses
(application)
5. Student Engagement
6. Establishing Rules and Procedures
7. Adherence to Rules and Procedures
8. Teacher-Student Relationships
9. High Expectations
Page 7, The Art & Science of Teaching
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Lesson	
  Segments	
  

	
  ENACTED	
  ON	
  THE	
  SPOT	
  

	
  INVOLVES	
  ROUTINES	
  

Learning	
  Goals	
  and	
  Feedback	
  
Rules	
  and	
  Procedures	
  
ADDRESSES	
  CONTENT	
  IN	
  SPECIFIC	
  WAYS	
  

InteracFng	
  With	
  
New	
  Knowledge	
  

PracFcing	
  
and	
  
Deepening	
  

GeneraFng/	
  
TesFng	
  
Hypotheses	
  

Adherence	
  to	
  Rules	
  and	
  Procedures	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  Teacher/Student	
  RelaFonships	
  

Student	
  Engagement	
  

We	
  use	
  the	
  term	
  lesson	
  	
  segment,	
  
because	
  it	
  deﬁnes	
  a	
  unit	
  of	
  analysis	
  for	
  
observing	
  and	
  discussing	
  teaching.	
  

High	
  ExpectaFons	
  

A Language that Focuses on
Classroom Strategies and Behaviors

What must a district
or school do?
…to cultivate teacher effectiveness.

?

q Develop a common language of teaching
q

Provide opportunities for focused
feedback and practice

q Provide opportunities for observing and
discussing effective teaching

q Require individual teacher growth and
development plans on a yearly basis

A Hierarchy of Data Types

Supporting Research and Practice

Less
Teacher self-perception data
obtrusive
Teacher self-observation data
Observation data from coaches
More
obtrusive

Observation data from
supervisors
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Table Family
n

Your tablemates….

Table Family Discussion…
How do you define reflective practice?
n How do you know if someone is reflective?
n Why is it important to be reflective?
n

Five Categories for Reflective
Practice
1.
2.

“The unexamined life isn’t
worth living.”
Socrates, as quoted by Plato

Schön (1987)
Reflection-in-action
• Separates skilled
practitioners from
unskilled ones
• Reflecting and changing
our behavior in the midst
of action
Reflection-on-action
• Looking back after the
fact
• Experimentation is
important to reflective
practice

3.
4.
5.

Having a model of instruction;
Setting growth goals;
Engaging in focused practice;
Engaging in focused feedback; and
Observing and discussing effective
teaching

“The differences between
expert performers and normal
adults reflect a life-long period
of deliberate effort to improve
performance in a specific
domain.”
Ericsson and colleagues (1993)
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Happiness and Motivation

Even small increments in
teacher effectiveness can
have a positive effect on
student achievement.

Purpose
Get involved
in something
complex,
and get good
at it

Have an
effect on
people in a
positive way

Autonomy
Daniel
Pink
Deci and
Ryan

Have some
autonomy over
your work

a 2%
improvement in
teaching skillfulness per year

x

10
years

=

an 8% average
improvement
in student
achievement

Steve Jobs
“It turned out that getting fired from Apple was
the best thing that could have ever happened to
me,” he said.

“…it is reasonable to expect
all teachers to increase their
expertise from year to year.”

“The heaviness of being successful was replaced
by the lightness of being a beginner again, less
sure about everything. It freed me to enter one
of the most creative periods in my life.”
The New York Times,(2012) the learning network

“The differences between expert
performers and normal adults
reflect a life-long period of
deliberate effort to improve
performance in a specific domain.”

Automaticity
Occurs with a task that is carried out with
minimal mental effort, possibly even without
conscious thought.
n Example: Riding a bike
n Examples from classrooms or current
practice?
n

Ericsson	
  and	
  colleagues	
  (1993)	
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Flow
S

S
S

Deliberate Practice

Individuals engage in activities at which
they are skilled and the level of challenge
perfectly matches the skills, training,
strengths, and resources of the performer.
Engagement = Top Performance
Often lose track of time during Flow

Deliberate Practice

In deliberate practice, you are
continually challenging yourself and
you are on the edge of comfort and
failure with the challenge.

S

By being deliberate in your practice,
you are engaging in the constant
pursuit of excellence and growth.

Were there any goals in
common?

Begins with a self-audit
Teacher Reflective Practice Scale for each
element.
n What about having a PLC select one
element for deliberate practice and
collaboration?
n What about a school-wide element?
n What about a combination?
n

n

n

Sample Growth Goal

S

Where shall we start with increasing
deliberate practice for this grade level or
group?

For Your Growth Goal…
Select a few (2-3 elements).
n Concentrate on those with lower scores.
n Consider those for which you have strong
interest.
n Write two or three specific growth goals.
n Use the compendium of instructional
strategies to assist you. Pg. 85
n

By the end of the year, I will raise my score on
tracking student progress from a 1 to a 3 by....
n By the end of the year, I will raise my score on
helping students reflect on their learning from
a 0 to a 3 by...
n By the end of the year, I will raise my score on
using physical movement from a 1 to a 3...
n
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A Hierarchy of Data Types

Phases for Learning New Theory
Page 39
1.
2.
3.

Cognitive Phase
Shaping Phase
Autonomous Phase
n

(0-1)
(1-2)
(3-4)

Less
obtrusive

Teacher self-observation data

NOT synonymous with automaticity, rather
still very much deliberate practice.

Observation data from coaches
More
obtrusive

Supporting Research

Teacher self-perception data

Observation data from
supervisors

In any complex endeavor…
n

It is extremely difficult to reach and
maintain the highest levels of performance
without help.

n

The most effective help comes in the form
of coaching.

Gawande (2011)

“The meaning of coach as an
instructor or trainer is purportedly from
around 1830, when it was Oxford
University slang for a tutor who
‘carried’ a student through an exam;
the term coaching was later applied in
the 1800s to improving the
performance of athletes.”

Coaching: helping
“transport” someone from
where he/she is to where
he/she wants or needs to
be.

Bachkirova et. Al. 2010 (p.2)
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3 Key Coaching Behaviors…
n

Observe

n

Judge

n

Guide

Coaching Efficacy Research
n

“We found that continuing technical
assistance, whether provided by an
outside expert or by peer experts, resulted
in much greater classroom implementation
by teachers who shared initial training but
did not have the long-term support of
coaching.”
Joyce and Showers (2002)s

Coached Teachers….
1.

2.
3.

practiced new strategies more frequently
and developed greater skill in a new
strategy.
used newly learned strategies more
appropriately.
exhibited greater long-term retention
about specific skills within strategies.

Coached Teachers….
4.

5.

were much more likely to explain new
models of teaching to their students so
they understood the purpose of the
strategy.
exhibited clearer cognitions with regard to
the purposes and uses of the new
strategies.
Joyce and Showers (2002)

Observing and Discussing Effective
Teaching

Coaching = Professional Development
n

n
n

View video clips of other teachers
After viewing the video clip, both teachers
would discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of the lesson they observed.

When teachers receive an appropriate
amount of support for professional
learning (i.e. coaching) they have a better
than 90% implementation rate for that
particular professional learning.

Knight (2007)
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Teachers who received coaching…

Effect on Student Achievement

Enhanced leadership and communication
skills in their professional practice.
n Reduced stress
n Increased resilience
n Increased work-place well being

n

n

Coaching Effect on Literacy Study:
n Coached Schools vs. Non-Coached
n 3 year student growth in literacy skills
Year one + 16% in coached schools
Year two + 28% in coached schools
n Year three + 32% in coached schools
n
n

Grant, Green, Rynsaardt (2010)

Biancarosa, Bryk, and Dexter (2010)

Five Goals for Successful Instructional
Coaching:
“the first requirement of effective coaching is
that the person receiving the coaching
agrees that a change in performance will be
useful.”

Reeves (2007)

1. To Point Teachers Toward Best
Practices…
The coach holds up the
standards and expectations
determined from a solid base
of research.
Kee, Anderson, Dearing, Harris, & Shuster,
2010 pp.46-47

Goals for Successful Instructional
Coaching:

Goals for Successful Instructional
Coaching:

2.

3.

To Show Teachers What Good
Teaching Looks Like

To help teachers maintain their
best performance

Successful coaches know how to
break down performance into critical,
individual components.

The coaching model recognizes that few
can achieve and maintain their best on
their own.

Gawande, 2011, p.5

Gawande, 2011, pp. 2-3
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Goals for Successful Instructional
Coaching:
4.

To help teachers achieve flow

Goals for Successful Instructional
Coaching:
5.

Flow happens when teachers are fully immersed
in the process of growth and change.
The sweet spot – the flow spot – is where the
level of challenge perfectly matches the skills,
training, strengths, and resources of the
performer.

A successful coach/leader will challenge
educators to break away from the norm, to
be creative, to use their imagination.
A successful coach/leader facilitates a new
mindset needed in schools today.
Kee et al., 2010, p. 11

Tschannen-Moran & Tschannen-Moran 2010 p. 218

A Foundation for Coaching

To Help Teachers Take Risks

Generic Rubric for Coaching Instruction
Innovating
4

n

Establishing a Model of Effective
Teaching = The Art and Science

n

Using a Scale to Measure Teachers’
Progress

n

Conducting a Self-audit

Generic Rubric for Coaching Instruction
Innovating
4

Applying
3

Developing
2

The teacher The teacher uses The teacher
integrates
strategies or
uses
several
behaviors
strategies or
strategies to
associated with
behaviors
create a
an element and
associated
macrostrategy
monitors their
with an
or adapts
effects on student element, but
strategies for
outcomes.
in a
unique
mechanistic
student needs
way.
and situations

Beginning
1

Not using
0

The teacher
uses
strategies or
behaviors
associated
with an
element
incorrectly or
with parts
missing.

The teacher
is unaware
of strategies
or behaviors
associated
with an
element

Applying
3

Developing
2

The teacher The teacher uses The teacher
integrates
strategies or
uses
several
behaviors
strategies or
strategies to
associated with
behaviors
create a
an element and
associated
macrostrategy
monitors their
with an
or adapts
effects on student element, but
strategies for
outcomes.
in a
unique
mechanistic
student needs
way.
and situations

Beginning
1

Not using
0

The teacher
uses
strategies or
behaviors
associated
with an
element
incorrectly or
with parts
missing.

The teacher
is unaware
of strategies
or behaviors
associated
with an
element

Not Using(0) to Beginning(1)
Provide teachers with research supporting
the element. (the why)
n Provide teachers with some sample
strategies in the element. (the what)
n Once a specific strategy has been
selected, provide an understanding of the
steps in the strategy. (the how)
n Model or Co-teach the strategy (optional)
n
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Generic Rubric for Coaching Instruction
Innovating
4

Applying
3

Developing
2

The teacher The teacher uses The teacher
integrates
strategies or
uses
several
behaviors
strategies or
strategies to
associated with
behaviors
create a
an element and
associated
macrostrategy
monitors their
with an
or adapts
effects on student element, but
strategies for
outcomes.
in a
unique
mechanistic
student needs
way.
and situations

Beginning
1

Not using
0

The teacher
uses
strategies or
behaviors
associated
with an
element
incorrectly or
with parts
missing.

The teacher
is unaware
of strategies
or behaviors
associated
with an
element

Generic Rubric for Coaching Instruction
Innovating
4

Applying
3

Developing
2

The teacher The teacher uses The teacher
integrates
strategies or
uses
several
behaviors
strategies or
strategies to
associated with
behaviors
create a
an element and
associated
macrostrategy
monitors their
with an
or adapts
effects on student element, but
strategies for
outcomes.
in a
unique
mechanistic
student needs
way.
and situations

Beginning
1

Not using
0

The teacher
uses
strategies or
behaviors
associated
with an
element
incorrectly or
with parts
missing.

The teacher
is unaware
of strategies
or behaviors
associated
with an
element

Generic Rubric for Coaching Instruction
Innovating
4

Applying
3

Developing
2

The teacher The teacher uses The teacher
integrates
strategies or
uses
several
behaviors
strategies or
strategies to
associated with
behaviors
create a
an element and
associated
macrostrategy
monitors their
with an
or adapts
effects on student element, but
strategies for
outcomes.
in a
unique
mechanistic
student needs
way.
and situations

Beginning
1

Not using
0

The teacher
uses
strategies or
behaviors
associated
with an
element
incorrectly or
with parts
missing.

The teacher
is unaware
of strategies
or behaviors
associated
with an
element

Beginning (1) to Developing(2)
Look for proper set up and directions
n Look for correct execution of a strategy
OR
n Look for a protocol when using a strategy
when appropriate.
n Coach: monitor the effect the strategy has
on the learners, especially errors.
(Valuable Feedback)
n

Developing(2) to Applying(3)
n

Coach teachers in ways to monitor the
effectiveness of the strategy they are
working on.

n

Look for teacher decisions based on the
monitoring. (What do they do and why?)

Applying(3) to Innovating(4)
n
n

Coach teachers to create Macrostrategies
Coach teachers to adapt strategies for
unique needs of learners.
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Creating a Macrostrategy Sample

MACROSTRATEGY
n

n

A set of instructional strategies used together
to help students interact with and process
content.
Within one instructional element or across
several elements.

Example – Element 26
What do I typically do to manage response rates?
Sample Strategies
Random Selection
n Hand Signals
n Response System
n Response Chaining
n Paired Response
n

Applying
3

Element 26: Manage Response Rates

n

Strategy Compendium page 146

n

With your table team, combine strategies
in this element and prepare what you
could describe to a teacher as a
macrostrategy.

Example – Element 26
What do I typically do to manage response rates?
Random Selection
Hand Signals
n Response System
n Response Chaining
n Paired Response

Choral Response
n Wait Time
n Elaborative
Interrogation
n Multiple Types of
Questions
n

Generic Rubric for Coaching Instruction
Innovating
4

n

Developing
2

The teacher The teacher uses The teacher
integrates
strategies or
uses
several
behaviors
strategies or
strategies to
associated with
behaviors
create a
an element and
associated
macrostrategy
monitors their
with an
or adapts
effects on student element, but
strategies for
outcomes.
in a
unique
mechanistic
student needs
way.
and situations

Beginning
1

Not using
0

The teacher
uses
strategies or
behaviors
associated
with an
element
incorrectly or
with parts
missing.

The teacher
is unaware
of strategies
or behaviors
associated
with an
element

Choral Response
Wait Time
n Elaborative
Interrogation
n Multiple Types of
Questions

n

n

n

n

Elbow Partners…
n

Select an instructional element from the
model and describe how a teacher might
adapt a strategy to meet the unique needs
of specific groups of learners.

n

Example: Element 1 Communicating
Learning Goals
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Element 16 Homework
Teacher using choice boards to offer a
selection of ways to practice and deepen
knowledge, ensures that specific choices
are differentiated for the needs of all
learners.
n The teacher develops a protocol for
students to follow when they select
choices to ensure they are being
challenged correctly.
n

n

Now you create an example….

n

Solo Thinking, then larger group, then
whole group.

With your table team

A Foundation for Coaching
n Establishing a Model of Effective

Teaching = The Art and Science
n

Using a Scale to Measure Teachers’ Progress

n

Conducting a Self-audit

Crucial Behaviors for Effective
Coaching
Teaching is a Personal Profession
Coaching will always be taken personal.

Evaluation and coaching are similar
because they both ________________.
Evaluation and coaching are different
because_________________________.

Trust
n

School trust study: 2002

Schools with a low trust score had only a 1
in 7 chance to improve student learning and
nearly no chance to improve in reading and
mathematics.
Bryk and Schneider (2002)
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Trust
n

Teacher-Teacher Trust

Trust
n

Teacher-Principal Trust

Teachers value other teachers who are
expert at their craft and who take leadership
roles in school improvement.

Teachers see the principal as an effective
leader who supports their professional
development.

Bryk and Schneider (2002)

Bryk and Schneider (2002)

Descriptions of Effective Principals
n Consider

the attributes of effective
principals from the Wallace Study.
n Reflect on your current practice

Instructional Climate….
principal’s effort to create a
vision for learning

Instructional Actions…

The
Wallace
Study
Teacher
survey
investigated
two factors

what the principal does to enact
that vision

Wallace sub-study:
Explored the perceptions of teachers and the
actions of principals in instructional improvement.

Quantitative and Qualitative data collection
Quantitative data: Teacher survey
Qualitative data: Teacher interviews

Wallace sub-study:
Principals whose teachers’ ratings placed them in the
top 20% were labeled “high-scoring principals”

Principals whose teachers’ ratings placed them in the
bottom 20% were labeled “low-scoring principals”
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+

Solo Thinking

What actions and
behaviors are most
associated with
high performing
principals?

…establish a vision
centered on
high student
achievement which
includes a
“personal vision”

n

What is your “personal vision” for your
school?

n

Have you or how will you share it with your
staff?

The Wallace Study

+

Table Team Discussion

What actions and
behaviors are most
associated with
high performing
principals?

They have an acute
awareness
of teaching and
learning
in their schools.

n

What are the predominant instructional
practices in your school?

n

How do you know?

The Wallace Study

+

+

…direct and frequent
What actions and
behaviors are most involvement with teachers,
providing them with
associated with
formative
assessment of
high performing
teaching and learning
principals?

…the ability and
What actions and
interpersonal skills to
behaviors are most
empower teachers to learn
associated with
and grow according to the
high performing
vision established for the
principals?
school.
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Modeling
n

You don’t teach someone to drive by just
explaining how to do it….

n

Modeling builds credibility….

Modeling…
n

Group Discussion:

Have you ever modeled a strategy for a
teacher?
n What did you do, how did you model it?
n What was the result?
n

Modeling….
n

How often do you model strategies for and
with your staff?

n

Every staff meeting provides that
opportunity….don’t miss it….

Modeling….
Whenever possible, model a strategy with
a teacher’s own class in an authentic
environment.
n Co-teach when appropriate to model sideby-side.
n Video record model teachers and build a
collection to use for coaching.
n

Feedback….
Always start with positive feedback.
Use informal verbal to do this as soon as
possible after the session.
n Use formal verbal and written feedback in
the coaching session.
n Reaffirm the positive, then…
n Address growth elements with specific
language and examples.
n

Crucial Behaviors for Effective
Coaching

n
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Coaching as an Administrator
Keep coaching non-evaluative…
n Emphasize learning and growth…
n Create an “off-line” mentoring situation…
n Keep all content of coaching sessions
confidential…
n Performance concerns must be
communicated outside the coaching
process.
n

The process we will use
n

Progressive Thinking Protocol..

n

Solo Thinking….Table Team….Whole
Group Discussion….

Each of these teachers has selected an
area of deliberate practice following a selfaudit session.
n You are going to coach them.
n

n

Observer, Judge, Guide

Coach-Teacher Conversations
Four Choices
n Reflecting

Reflecting Conversations
n Purpose:

To guide a teacher’s
“identification and
understanding of behaviors
and beliefs” and how these
affect the classroom.
(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p.
213).

conversations
n Facilitating conversations
n Coaching conversations
n Directing conversations

Reflecting Conversations
n Desired

Outcome: Realization
on the part of the teacher to
openly address what is and
what needs to be.
(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p.
213).
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Reflecting Conversations
n Looks

Coach-Teacher Conversations

like:

n Paraphrasing

by the coach
n Active listening is present
n The teacher is able to express
authentic thoughts

n Reflecting

conversations
n Facilitating conversations
n Coaching conversations
n Directing conversations

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

Facilitating Conversations

Facilitating Conversations
n Desired

n Purpose:

To aid a teacher in
clarifying goals.

Outcome: Goals
n Facilitating a conversation
about goals in which the
teacher sets appropriate
targets for growth.
(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

Facilitating Conversations
n Looks

Coach-Teacher Conversations

like:

n Clarifying

questions are used by
the coach.

n “Questions

that help to clear up
misconceptions, reveal errors, or
sharpen focus “

n Reflecting

conversations
n Facilitating conversations
n Coaching conversations
n Directing conversations

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).
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Coaching Conversations

n Purpose:

To guide a teacher’s
understanding about why he or she
may not be making progress in the
use of specific elements.

Coaching Conversations
n Desired

Outcome: Teacher

growth.
(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p.
213).

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

Coaching Conversations
n Looks

Coach-Teacher Conversations

like:

n The

coach suggests specific
strategies to use
n Identifies corrections or
additions that need to be made
by the teacher.

n Reflecting

conversations
n Facilitating conversations
n Coaching conversations
n Directing conversations

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

Directing Conversations
To give teachers clear
instructions, as well as
consequences that will ensue in the
classroom in the instructions are
not followed.

Directing Conversations

n Purpose:

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

n Desired

Outcome: Specific
teacher action.
(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).
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Directing Conversations
n Looks

like:

coach uses specific
language to direct the teacher

Differentiating Coaching
1.

n The

• “I want you to use response
chaining when you question.”
• “If you don’t, your students will
continue to only provide
superficial responses.”

2.
3.

Using different types of coach-teacher
conversations.
Taking into account a teacher’s level
of experience.
Gauging a teacher’s readiness for
change.

(Coaching Classroom Instruction, 2013, p. 213).

Considerations for Experience
n

New Teachers

n

Experienced Teachers

Differentiating Coaching
1.
2.
3.

Using different types of coach-teacher
conversations.
Taking into account a teacher’s level of
experience.
Gauging a teacher’s readiness for
change.

New Teachers
Shorter Coaching
Sessions
n Co-teach when
appropriate
n Small Chunks that fit
nicely together
( ie…Learning goals
and tracking student
progress)
n

Experienced
n
n

n

On their “turf” when
appropriate.
Have them share their
experiences with you
and artifacts of
practice.
Have them describe
their areas of
perceived strength.

Readiness for Change
n

Dealing with levels of receptiveness to
change in a very personal profession.

n

How would you describe different levels of
teacher readiness for change?
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Readiness for Change
High Skills but Low Will

High Skill and High Will

Often unaware or don’t
believe that they need to
improve.

Motivated and always want to
improve.

Low Skill and Low Will

Low Skill but High Will

Not motivated and not
knowledgeable about how to
improve.

Motivated, but don’t always
know what to do to improve.

Working With Reluctant Teachers
Use a neutral expression and positive
nonverbal signals to defuse tension. (tone
of voice and gestures)
n Meet in a neutral location (not their
classroom but not the office)
n Explain what information is confidential
(feedback and performance levels)
n

What must a district
or school do?

Working With Reluctant Teachers
Paraphrase what they say to show you
understand.
n Avoid arguing at all costs.
n Know when it is “Administrator Time.”
n

…to cultivate teacher effectiveness.

q Develop a common language of teaching

?

q Provide opportunities for focused feedback
and practice

q

Provide opportunities for observing
and discussing effective teaching

q Require individual teacher growth and
development plans on a yearly basis

Opportunities to Observe
and Discuss Effective Teaching
n
n
n
n
n

Instructional rounds
Expert coaches
Expert videos
Teacher-led PD
Virtual communities

Instructional Rounds
“In our model, rounds are one of
the primary ways for teachers to
observe and discuss effective
teaching.”
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Teams of teachers (3 to 5 on the team) led by
lead teacher
n Primary focus is to observe classroom practice
and gain ideas for possible implementation
n May or may not be used to provide feedback to
observed
n

Observers record perceptions during and/or
immediately after leaving the observed
teacher’s classroom

Sample comments of feedback to
observed teachers
Provided via email from the
rounds leader.

Debriefing:
• Plus / Delta
• Comments should not be shared
outside rounds group
• Suggestions should not be made to
observed teachers unless requested

Ideally, every teacher should have a
chance to participate in instructional
rounds at least once per semester.
Twice per semester would be fantastic.
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http://www.marzanoresearch.com/services/
teacher_evaluation.aspx
n

What about rounds….do you do this?

n

Would you consider it?

n

How can you get it started?

Teacher Development Toolkit
Beginning of the Year
INITIAL MEETING
Administrator meets with the
teacher to discuss the Marzano
Teacher Evaluation Model and
to explain the evaluation
process, timeline, and forms

Fall

Mid-Year

Spring

OBSERVATION

SELF-REFLECTION

OBSERVATION

Administrator conducts formal
observation cycles (number of
cycles is based on a teacher's
status):

Students complete the Student
Surveys for Reflective Practice
(Appendix J)

Administrator conducts formal
observation cycles (number of
cycles is based on a teacher's
status):

Initial Status teachers: Two formal
observation cycles
Professional Status teachers: One
formal observation cycle

Marzano Teacher Evaluation
Model (Appendix A)
Teacher Scales for Reflective
Practice (Domain 1)
(Appendix B)

For each formal observation
cycle:

Teacher Scales for Domains
2, 3, and 4 (Appendix C)

Teacher completes the
Comprehensive Observation
Pre-Conference Questions
(Appendix F) and meets with
administrator

SELF-REFLECTION
Teacher completes the Personal
Profile Form (Appendix D)

Administrator observes the
teacher, completes the
Comprehensive Observation
Record (Appendix G), and
provides a copy to the teacher

GOALS
Teacher completes the
Goal Setting Template (Appendix
E)

GOALS
Teacher completes Goals—
Reflections and Revisions
(Appendix K)

Teacher meets with
administrator to discuss goals

Teacher updates the Personal
Profile Form (Appendix D) from
the beginning of the year

Initial Status teachers: Two formal
observation cycles
Professional Status teachers: One
formal observation cycle

GOALS
Teacher completes the Goal
Summary (Appendix M)

For each formal observation
cycle:

FEEDBACK
Administrator completes the
Mid-Year Formative Feedback
Form (Appendix L)
MID-YEAR MEETING
Teacher and administrator meet
to discuss goals and formative
feedback

Teacher completes the
Comprehensive Observation
Post-Conference Questions
(Appendix H) and meets with
administrator

GOALS

End of the Year
SELF-REFLECTION

FEEDBACK
Teacher completes the
Comprehensive Observation
Pre-Conference Questions
(Appendix F) and meets with
administrator

Administrator completes the
Summative Feedback Form
(Appendix N)

Administrator observes the
teacher, completes the
Comprehensive Observation
Record (Appendix G), and
provides a copy to the teacher

Teacher and administrator meet
to discuss updated Personal
Profile Form, Goal Summary,
and Summative Feedback Form
and to discuss possible goals for
the following year

END-OF-YEAR MEETING

Teacher completes the
Comprehensive Observation
Post-Conference Questions
(Appendix H) and meets with
administrator

OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION

Administrator conducts
numerous informal observations
using the Informal Observation
Record (Appendix I)

Administrator conducts
numerous informal observations
using the Informal Observation
Record (Appendix I)

Figure 1: Teacher development and evaluation process timeline.
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Comprehensive Observation Pre-Conference Questions

Goal Setting Template
Teacher Name: ___________________________________

4

Date: _______________

Teacher Name: __________________________ Pre-Conference Date: ___________
Observation Date: ___________
Evaluator Name: __________________________

Domain 1: Routine Segments

Observation Time: ___________

Domain 1: Routine Segments

Goal

Action Steps

Elements 1-3:

What is/are the learning goal(s) for this lesson? Do you have a scale or
rubric? If yes, please bring it with you to the conference.

Elements 4-5:

Is there a need to introduce new procedures or change the physical
layout of the classroom for this lesson?

Elements 4-5:

What materials will you be using? Traditional? Technology?

Timeline

23
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Comprehensive Observation Record
Teacher Name: __________________________

Observation Date: ___________

Observer Name: __________________________

Observation Time: ___________

Class/Subject:

__________________________

Grade Level: ___________

Lesson Segments Involving Routine Events

Design Question: What will I do to establish and communicate learning goals, track student
progress, and celebrate success?
1. Providing clear learning goals and scales to measure those
goals (e.g., the teacher provides or reminds students about
a specific learning goal)

Innovating
(4)

Applying
(3)

Developing
(2)

Beginning
(1)

Not Using
(0)

2. Tracking student progress (e.g., using formative
assessments, the teacher helps students chart their
individual and group progress on a learning goal)

Innovating
(4)

Applying
(3)

Developing
(2)

Beginning
(1)

Not Using
(0)

3. Celebrating student success (e.g., the teacher helps
students acknowledge and celebrate current status on a
learning goal as well as knowledge gain)

Innovating
(4)

Applying
(3)

Developing
(2)

Beginning
(1)

Not Using
(0)

Notes:

Design Question: What will I do to establish and maintain classroom rules and procedures?
4. Establishing classroom rules and procedures (e.g., the
teacher reminds students of a rule or a procedure or
establishes a new rule or procedure)

Innovating
(4)

Applying
(3)

Developing
(2)

Beginning
(1)

Not Using
(0)

5. Organizing the physical layout of the classroom for learning
(e.g., the teacher organizes materials, traffic patterns, and
displays to enhance learning)

Innovating
(4)

Applying
(3)

Developing
(2)

Beginning
(1)

Not Using
(0)

Notes:
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